
One method to iterate:
The key to this method is to be step-oriented and methodical  

in your approach. You’ll have many design tools to choose from: 
 

figure/ground, scale, weight, line quality, texture,  
shape, repetition, depth/perspective, value, etc.  

 
Each logo sketch that you chose to iterate on will have different  

potentials within its design. Now is the time to examine the sketch  
and reflect on where/how you might like to push/pull/explore within  
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the idea you drew. Using a grid method, you will be choosing one or  
two of the above design tools. Then through a series of quick sketches,  

you will be exploring visual options based off the design tools you  
have chosen. When you feel like you’ve exhausted your visual options,  
move on to another design tool combination. E.g. explore line quality.  
then explore shape. then explore scale, etc. The next few slides shows  
some examples which explore one, two or three of these design tools.  
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Take your chosen sketch idea and iterate. 
For example: take your chosen sketch idea and draw variations of  

line weight. Weight thickness might get so substantial that  
you begin to play with figure/ground as well. As you iterate,  

line up each new iteration diagonally across the grid.  
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Take your chosen sketch idea and iterate, again. 
For example: take your chosen sketch idea and draw variations of shape.  

You might like to play with repetition of shape and/or scale of shape  
as you draw. As you iterate, line up each new iteration in a  

new column vertically under the original. (You can also add in another tool  
as you are working, e.g. after you played with shape for a while you can  

possibly add weight and/or figure ground to your explorations.
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If you have the time and would like to push 
your designs even farther, the next step 

would be to create “design babies”

Pick (mix and match) samples to push  
your design iterations farther.  
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This is a sample iteration grid:These are sample iterations:



Take two to three potential iterations and  
combine them to create an offspring:



Here’s a final lettermark iteration example:





Let’s break this grid down:



Here’s the chosen idea



Looking at this lettermark,  
there is potential to play a lot with it.  
Choice made: Play with its shape









Start in at another angle. Look for 
potential / area of interest. Choice 
made: Play with its negative space



**This S



**This S

Is influenced 
by this S



**This S

Is influenced 
by this S

To make 
this S



Play with its negative 
space, keep the rounded 
edges from the original 
but make the negative 
interior space more 
squared off 





Kept the line quality of 
the top S  along with the 
blockiness, added the 
rounded exteriors from 
the original S







Kept the line quality of 
the bottom S and added 
the interior angles of the 
original S





Kept the line quality of 
the right S and the neg-
ative space and added 
some of the angles and 
the squared off terminal 
strokes of the original S



Kept the line quality of 
the right S and the neg-
ative space and added 
some of the angles and 
the squared off terminal 
strokes of the original S



Feel like a new angle needs to be 
taken: Play with its line





Identify one iteration  
that you would like  
to explore.



Kept the line weight and 
angles of the original S 
and added the openness 
of the second S.
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negative / interior space 

round vs. square

terminal strokes

still vs. movement





Analyze and choose the one that best  
visually expresses your idea.  
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Images taken from the following websites: http://alwayswithhonor.com/ICONAUT-Workshops, https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/iconaut/ and http://blog.buchino.net/post/86937031453/iconaut :: S Lettermark is by Made.by.James




